
HONG KONG: Traders trod water in Asia
as they nervously await a string of major
events that could either hammer global
markets or fuel a rally. Britain votes today
in a general  election,  the European
Central Bank’s policy meeting and  poten-
tially the biggest market-mover sacked
FBI boss James Comey testifying to
Congress on President Donald Trump’s
possible campaign links to Russia. Adding
to the sense of unease is a brewing crisis
in the Middle East, where Saudi Arabia,
the UAE and Egypt cut off ties and trans-
port links to Qatar citing its alleged sup-
port for extremism.

There are fears the dispute could turn
into a wider conflict involving Qatar ally
Iran, with Trump wading into the row in a
series of tweets signaling support for Riyadh
on the issue. After a recent rally trading
floors have quietened as dealers take a wait-
and-see attitude, lifting safe-haven assets
such as the yen and gold. “There seems to
be a little bit of nervousness in the market
over Comey’s testimony,” Greg McKenna,
chief market strategist at AxiTrader, said in a
note. “Whether it is geopolitics and the
Middle East, worries about James Comey’s
testimony, the ECB or UK election, traders
backed off a little overnight.” The yen rose to
109.37 against the dollar, more than 1.5 per-
cent stronger than last week, while gold was
hovering around seven-month highs. The

two are considered safe bets in times of
uncertainty.

Shanghai jumps 
On equity markets Tokyo’s Nikkei ended

flat, while Seoul and Wellington each
slipped 0.4 percent. Hong Kong fell 0.2 per-
cent in the afternoon. Sydney barely moved
following data showing Australia’s econom-
ic growth slowed sharply in the first quarter.
But Shanghai jumped 1.2 percent as traders
welcomed a further strengthening of the
yuan, which has jumped more than three
percent since the start of the year, when it
had been wallowing around eight-year
lows. Singapore, Manila and Jakarta were
slightly higher. On currency markets the
pound edged up against the dollar ahead
of the British vote. Sterling has come under
pressure in the past few weeks as Prime
Minister Theresa May’s ruling Conservatives
have seen their once-commanding lead
almost wiped out by Jeremy Corbyn’s
opposition Labour Party, raising worries
about uncertainty just weeks ahead of
Brexit negotiations. The euro also remains
in good health following a string of positive
indicators out of the euro zone, led by
Germany, and expectations the ECB will
start to tighten monetary policy soon , pos-
sibly today. In early European trade London
and Paris each dipped 0.1 percent while
Frankfurt slipped 0.2 percent. — AFP 
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MANILA: A major Philippine bank shut down
online transactions and cash machines yester-
day after money went missing from accounts,
triggering fears it had been hacked even as com-
pany officials said it was an internal computer
error. Customers of Bank of the Philippine
Islands (BPI) were shocked yesterday morning to
see unauthorized withdrawals and deposits
from their accounts.

BPI said in a statement the problem was
caused by an “internal data processing error”
that had been identified. But it had to close its
automatic teller machines (ATMs) and told its
eight million customers they could not do online
transactions yesterday as the bank scrambled to
fix the problem.” Please do not panic, we will
make sure that your money is there,” BPI senior
vice president Cathy Santamaria said at a news
conference as social media lit up with com-
plaints from customers about missing money
and inconvenience. Efforts to fix the problem
were “progressing well” and the glitch was
expected to be resolved within the day, the bank
added in a statement, although it did not
explain why the glitch occurred. 

There has been global concern about hack-
ing following the world’s biggest ransom ware
attack last month that struck hundreds of thou-
sands of computers worldwide. Nestor Espenilla,

the incoming governor of the Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas, the country’s central bank, said they
had accepted “for now” BPI’s explanation that no
hacking was involved, but would still conduct its
own probe.”We have no reason to believe other-
wise at this point of time, but as I said this is
standard operating procedure, we always verify
every incident that we are aware of,” Espenilla
said in a radio interview. “For now I think it’s
important that BPI resolves it as quickly as possi-
ble. We take their assurance that this is not a
hack and no money will be lost.”

Lost confidence
The bank said the error had led to some

transactions between April 27 and May 2 to be
“double posted” from Tuesday. Santamaria said
she did not know how many of the 166-year-old
bank’s customers were affected by the glitch.
She assured customers they had not lost money
and their account balances would be fixed once
the glitch was fixed. But customers were unhap-
py and confused. Yumi Sanpei-Angeles, 29, who
had 15,500 pesos ($313) withdrawn from her
account, told she was considering switching
banks, with her frustration at missing money
compounded by not being able to check her
account online. 

“I’ve lost confidence in BPI’s system,” said

Sanpei-Angeles, a corporate brand specialist,
adding other people had been inconvenienced
more than her.  “We have friends who needed
the money today to pay for tuition. Another
friend is travelling and cannot withdraw money
via ATM. Such a huge hassle for customers
because of the company’s negligence.” Marjorie
del Rosario, 27, said her two accounts with BPI
were affected — one had a negative balance
because of an unauthorized withdrawal and the
other had 40 pesos (80 cents) added. “Almost all
of us in our office were affected, from hundreds
to six-digit figures lost from our accounts,” she
told. Other customers vented their frustrations
through social media.

“I had 3 unauthorized atm withdrawals! What
the heck! I don’t have any money left on my
Personal acct!!” a customer named Belle tweet-
ed. A user called wild flower wrote: “I lost my
money. I only have 15 pesos (30 US cents) left on
my pocket. How can I go home? Fix it please.”
BPI’s Santamaria was also forced to warn clients
against posting personal bank account informa-
tion online, noting that some had posted their
private data on Facebook apparently to show
what had happened. “Please be vigilant. You also
have a role to play in your personal safety,” she
said.  She also appealed for honesty from clients
whose accounts had funds deposited. —AFP
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